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Definition of adverse sustainability impacts 

Sustainability factors mean environmental, social and employee matters, respect for human rights, anti‐

corruption and anti‐bribery matters. Adverse sustainability impacts refer to impacts of investment decisions 

that negatively affect previously mentioned sustainability factors. Adverse sustainability impacts include, for 

example, carbon dioxide emissions, weakening of biodiversity and human rights violations resulting from 

investment objects’ operations. At Obsido Group, investment decisions' principal adverse sustainability 

impacts are considered in investment operations and investment advice. 

Adverse sustainability impacts consideration in investment operations 

The principal adverse sustainability impacts caused by investment decisions are considered in Obsido's 

investment operations. Data produced by third parties, if such data is available for the investment object, is 

utilised in identifying adverse sustainability impacts. Data is not necessarily available for all investment objects 

such as, for example, property and plot investments. In such cases, the portfolio manager assesses the 

adverse sustainability impacts of the investment decisions together with the ESG working group. Obsido has 

identified the greenhouse gas emissions caused by investment objects to be the most significant adverse 

sustainability impacts. 

In its security investments, Obsido utilises widely diversified ETF index funds. We believe that, in future years, 

business operations will generally become even more responsible. Most large companies that belong to 

indexes are committed to significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions in upcoming years and operating 

in a manner required by sustainable development. Therefore, we believe that the adverse sustainability 

impacts of index investments will reduce in forthcoming years. We actively monitor adverse sustainability 

impacts included in our assets and report them in accordance with information disclosure requirements 

related to investment operations’ sustainability. If necessary, we aim to actively reduce adverse sustainability 

impacts caused by our investment decisions by applying responsible investment strategies. 

Adverse sustainability impacts consideration in investment advice 

Adverse sustainability impacts have been considered in the investment advice that Obsido Oy provides its 

customers. During customer meetings, Obsido clarifies any sustainability preferences the customers may 

have. Any sustainability preferences the customer may have concerning adverse sustainability impacts are 

considered in the investment recommendations provided to the customers and in discretionary asset 

management. 


